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Abstract
Many familiar models of the untyped lambda calculus are constructed by order-theoretic meth-
ods. This paper provides some basic new facts about ordered models of the lambda calculus. We
show that in any partially ordered model that is complete for the theory of - or -conversion,
the partial order is trivial on term denotations. Equivalently, the open and closed term algebras
of the untyped lambda calculus cannot be non-trivially partially ordered. Our second result is a
syntactical characterization, in terms of so-called generalized Mal’cev operators, of those lambda
theories which cannot be induced by any non-trivially partially ordered model. We also consider
a notion of "nite models for the untyped lambda calculus, or more precisely, "nite models of
reduction. We demonstrate how such models can be used as practical tools for giving "nitary
proofs of term inequalities. c© 2002 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Perhaps the most important contribution in the area of mathematical programming
semantics was the discovery, by D. Scott in the late 1960s, that models for the untyped
lambda calculus could be obtained by a combination of order-theoretic and topological
methods. A long tradition of research in domain theory ensued, and Scott’s methods
have been successfully applied to many aspects of programming semantics.
On the other hand, there are results that indicate that Scott’s methods may not in
general be complete: Honsell and Ronchi Della Rocca [8] have shown that there exists
a lambda theory that does not arise as the theory of a re?exive model in the cartesian-
closed category of complete partial orders and Scott-continuous functions. Moreover,
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there are desirable properties of a model that are incompatible with the presence of
a partial order: for instance, Plotkin, answering a question of Friedman, has recently
shown that there exists an extensional lambda algebra A which is 2nitely separable
[13]. A "nitely separable algebra can never be non-trivially partially ordered.
In this paper we establish some basic new facts about ordered models of the un-
typed lambda calculus. We show that the standard open and closed term algebras are
unorderable, i.e., they cannot be non-trivially partially ordered as combinatory alge-
bras. Recall that the standard term algebras are made up from lambda terms, taken up
to - or -equivalence. It follows that if a partially ordered model of the untyped
lambda calculus is complete for one of the theories  or , then the denotations of
closed terms in that model are pairwise incomparable, i.e., the term denotations form
an anti-chain.
We also consider the related question of order-incompleteness: does there exist a
lambda theory (possibly with constants) which does not arise as the theory of a non-
trivially ordered model? Equivalently, does there exist a lambda algebra which cannot
be embedded in a non-trivially ordered model? Let us call such an algebra absolutely
unorderable. Plotkin conjectures in [13] that an absolutely unorderable lambda algebra
exists. Here, we give an algebraic characterization, in terms of so-called Mal’cev oper-
ators, of the absolutely unorderable T-algebras in any algebraic variety T. This reduces
the question of order-incompleteness for the lambda calculus to the question whether
one can consistently add a family of n Mal’cev operators to the lambda calculus. The
answer is still unknown in the general case, but we prove that it is inconsistent for
n62.
The characterization of absolutely unorderable T-algebras in terms of Mal’cev oper-
ators leads to an interesting technical observation about free order-algebras and dcpo-
algebras. In a given variety of order-algebras, one may consider the free order-algebra
Ford(P) generated by a poset P. The question arises under what conditions Ford(P)
is conservative over P, i.e., under what conditions the canonical map P→Ford(P) is
order-re?ecting. An analogous question can be asked for dcpo-algebras. Here, we give
a necessary and suIcient condition: we show that the answer is completely determined
by whether the given variety has a family of Mal’cev operators.
In the last part of this paper, we introduce a novel technique for proving inequalities
of lambda terms. At the heart of this technique is the notion of a "nite lambda reduction
model. It is well known that a model of an equational theory of the lambda calculus
can never be "nite or even recursive [2]. Instead, we consider models of reduction,
which are not subject to the same limitations on size and complexity. A model of
reduction is equipped with a partial order, and it satis"es a soundness property of the
form M →N ⇒ <M =6<N =, where → denotes e.g., - or -reduction [6,10,12]. One can
understand such models as making precise certain invariants of terms under reduction.
By combining this with the Church–Rosser property, one recovers a limited form of
reasoning about convertibility. Our key observation is that models of reduction, unlike
models of conversion, may be "nite, and that even a "nite such model can carry
non-trivial information. We give a practical method for constructing such models, and
we give two examples in which we use "nite reduction models to demonstrate the
inequality of some unsolvable lambda terms.
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2. Unorderability
The main result of this section is that the open and closed term algebras of the
untyped lambda calculus do not admit a non-trivial partial order compatible with the
model structure. We follow Barendregt’s notation for the lambda calculus [2]. Let us
begin by "xing some terminology. A preorder is said to be discrete if a6b implies
a= b, indiscrete if a6b holds for all a; b, and symmetric if a6b⇒ b6a. By a trivial
preorder, we mean either the discrete or indiscrete preorder. A partial order is of course
trivial iK it is discrete iK it is symmetric.
Recall that a combinatory algebra 〈X; ·; k; s〉 consists of a set X , a binary operation · :
X ×X →X , and distinguished elements k; s∈X satisfying kxy= x and sxyz= xz(yz).
As usual, we write ab for a · b and abc for (ab)c. We say that a preorder 6 on a com-
binatory algebra (X; ·; k; s) is compatible if application is monotone in both arguments,
i.e., a6a′ and b6b′ implies a · b6a′ · b′.
A combinatory algebra is called unorderable if every compatible partial order on
it is trivial. It is known that such algebras exist. For example, Plotkin [13] has re-
cently constructed a "nitely separable algebra, a property which implies unorderabil-
ity. Here X is said to be 2nitely separable if for every "nite subset A⊆X , every
function f :A→X is the restriction of some fˆ∈X , meaning that for all a ∈ A,
f(a)= fˆ · a. Finitely separable combinatory algebras do not allow non-trivial preorders,
because if a¡b for some a; b∈X , then x6y for all x; y∈X via some fˆ∈X with
fˆ · a= x and fˆ · b=y. The present result diKers from this, because our unorderable
algebras, the open and closed term algebras of the untyped lambda calculus, occur
“naturally”.
2.1. Lambda terms cannot be ordered
Let C be the set of (-equivalence classes of) untyped lambda terms, build from a
set C of constant symbols and a countable supply of variables. Let 0C be the subset
of closed terms.
Denition. The open term algebra of the -calculus is the combinatory algebra
〈C==; ·; K; S〉, where · is the application operation on terms, and K and S are the
terms xy:x and xyz:xz(yz), respectively. The closed term algebra 〈0C==; ·; K; S〉 is
de"ned analogously, and similarly for the -calculus.
Note that these term algebras are not "nitely separable, e.g. the terms !=(x:xx)
(x:xx) and I = x:x cannot be separated, since the "rst one is unsolvable [2]. Also,
the term algebras allow non-trivial preorders: for instance, two terms are ordered if
and only if their meanings in the standard D∞-model are ordered.
Now, suppose that we want to construct a partial order on, say, the open term algebra
of the -calculus. An obvious approach is the following: take two distinct variables
u and t, and let 	 be the preorder generated by a single inequation u	 t. It is not
hard to see that for this preorder, one has M 	N iK N is obtained from M up to
-equivalence by replacing some, but not necessarily all occurrences of the variable u
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by t. More precisely, M 	N iK there is a term P (not itself containing u or t) such
that M = Puut and N = Putt.
It follows that t 
	 u, and thus this preorder is non-trivial. However, the following
proposition implies that 	 is not a partial order.
Proposition 2.1. There exists a closed term A of the untyped lambda calculus, such
that Auuut= Auttt, but Auuut 
= Auutt, for variables u 
= t.
Proof. The idea of the proof is as follows: Via a "xpoint combinator, de"ne a term
f such that fyx= fy( fy( fyx)) for variables x; y. In other words, any three
applications of fy are equivalent to a single application. Now let Auvwt= x:fu( fv
( fw( ftx))). Then clearly Auuut= Auttt. It remains to be shown that Auuut 
= Auutt.
We delay the proof of this inequality until Section 4.4.2 below, where we prove it
using the notion of "nite lambda reduction models.
Note that the proposition implies that 	 is not a partial order. Namely, one has
Auuut	Auutt	Auttt=Auuut, but since Auuut 
=Auutt, the preorder 	 is not anti-
symmetric.
By the same reasoning, u and t cannot be related in any compatible partial order on
open terms. Thus any such partial order is discrete on variables. To show this section’s
main result, we need to lift this reasoning from variables u; t to arbitrary terms U; T .
This is achieved by the following lemma, which states that, if s is a fresh variable,
then sU and sT behave essentially like indeterminates: any equation that holds for sU
and sT will hold for variables u and t. Let T be one of the theories  or , and
let T→ be the corresponding reduction relation.
Lemma 2.2. Let U1; : : : ; Un be terms that are distinct in T, and let s be a variable
not free in U1; : : : ; Un. Then for all terms M;N with s =∈FV(M;N ), and for variables
u1; : : : ; un,
M (sU1)(sU2) : : : (sUn) =T N (sU1)(sU2) : : : (sUn) implies
Mu1u2 : : : un =T Nu1u2 : : : un:
Proof. Let V = {s; u1; : : : ; un}∪FV(U1; : : : ; Un). In the following, we assume, without
loss of generality, that the names of all bound variables are diKerent from elements of
V . Let ′ be the set of all lambda terms with the following property: the variable s
occurs only in subterms of the form sU , where U =T Ui for some i. For each M ∈′,
let M∗ be the lambda term obtained from M by replacing each subterm of the form sU
by ui if U =T Ui. Formally, x∗= x, c∗= c, (x:M)∗= x:M∗, (sU )∗= ui if U =T Ui,
and (MN )∗=M∗N ∗ if M 
= s. Then the following holds:
(a) for all M;N ∈′ and x 
∈V , M [N=x]∈′ and (M [N=x])∗=M∗[N ∗=x],
(b) for all M ∈′, if M T→N then N ∈′ and M∗ T→∗ N ∗,
(c) for all M;N ∈′, if M =T N then M∗=T N ∗.
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Assumptions (a) and (b) are easily proved by induction, while (c) follows from (b)
by the Church–Rosser property of T→. Finally, the lemma follows by observing that
M ′=M (sU1) : : : (sUn) and N ′=N (sU1) : : : (sUn) are in ′, and M ′
∗=Mu1 : : : un and
N ′∗=Nu1 : : : un.
Theorem 2.3. Let M be the open or the closed term algebra of the - or -
calculus. Then M does not allow a non-trivial compatible partial order.
Proof. Let 6 be a compatible partial order on M. Let U 
=T ∈M, and assume, by
way of contradiction, that U6T . Let A be as in Proposition 2.1, and let s be a fresh
variable. Then by compatibility,
s:A(sU )(sU )(sU )(sT )6 s:A(sU )(sU )(sT )(sT )
6 s:A(sU )(sT )(sT )(sT )
= s:A(sU )(sU )(sU )(sT );
hence, by antisymmetry,
A(sU )(sU )(sU )(sT ) =T A(sU )(sU )(sT )(sT ):
Applying Lemma 2.2 to M = ut:Auuut and N = ut:Auutt, one gets Auuut=Auutt for
variables u and t, contradicting the choice of A. Consequently, the order is trivial.
Corollary 2.4. In any partially ordered model of the untyped lambda calculus whose
theory is  or , the denotations of closed terms are pairwise incomparable.
2.2. Lambda unorderability
We have called a preorder 6 on a combinatory algebra A compatible if it respects
the application operation. In addition, one can require that 6 also respects abstraction.
Abstraction is a well-de"ned operation if A is a lambda algebra [2,14]. Thus, we de"ne
a lambda preorder on a lambda algebra A to be a compatible preorder such that
∀x ∈ A: ax 6 bx
1a6 1b
: (1)
Here, 1= s(k(skk)). If ∗ is the derived lambda abstractor of combinatory logic [2],
then 1= ∗xy:xy and rule (1) is equivalent to requiring that for all combinatory terms
A and B, if A |=A6B then A |= ∗x:A6∗x:B.
One could conjecture that if a lambda algebra is orderable, then it is also lambda
orderable. The following counterexample, due to Gordon Plotkin, shows in the strongest
possible sense that this is not the case.
Theorem 2.5 (Plotkin). There exists an extensional, non-trivially partially ordered
lambda algebra D which does not allow a non-trivial lambda preorder.
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Proof. The idea of the construction is to work in a category where the order relation
on function spaces is not pointwise. We use the category CPO∧ of meet cpo’s and stable
functions. Recall that the objects of this category are cpo’s with bounded binary meets
which act continuously, and that the morphisms are stable functions, i.e., continuous
functions preserving the bounded meets [3]. The usual Scott D∞-construction of models
of the lambda--calculus goes through in this category.
Let D0 be the cpo with two elements ⊥6, and de"ne Dn+1 to be the stable function
space DDnn . Then D1 has three elements B; I; T , where B is the constant ⊥ function, T
is the constant  function, and I is the identity. Notice that the stable order on D1 is
as shown:
Carry out the D∞-construction starting from the initial embedding-projection pair given
by e(⊥)=B, e()=T , and p(f)=f(⊥). Notice that e ◦p6id in the stable order.
The limit D satis"es D∼=DD, giving rise to an extensional lambda algebra structure on
D in the standard way. Clearly the partial order 6 on D is non-trivial and compatible.
We will show that D does not allow a non-trivial lambda preorder.
Let us identify each Dn with the corresponding subspace of D, and let pn :D→Dn
be the canonical projection. Notice that I and T are separable in D, since they can
be mapped to any pair of elements by a stable function, and any stable function is
de"nable in D.
Now suppose that 	 is any lambda-preorder on D. We will show that it is trivial,
i.e., it is either discrete or indiscrete. First notice that, since D is an extensional model,
1a= a for all a∈D and hence we can strengthen (1) to ∀x∈D:ax	 bx implies a	 b.
Moreover, if f∈Dn+1, then the application f · x depends only on pn(x), and thus
f	 g∈Dn+1 iK f · x	 g · x for all x∈Dn.
Suppose that 	 is not discrete, i.e., there are distinct elements x; y∈D such that
x	y. Then for some n the projections xn =pn(x) and yn =pn(y) are distinct, and
xn	yn since pn is realized by some pˆn ∈D. Now one can choose elements zn−1; : : : ; z0
in Dn−1; : : : ; D0 such that a= xnzn−1 : : : z0 and b=ynzn−1 : : : z0 are distinct elements of
D0, and it follows that a	 b∈D0. Hence either ⊥	 or 	⊥ in D0. Assume without
loss of generality that ⊥	. Then I · =T ·  and I · ⊥	T · ⊥, hence by the remark
of the preceding paragraph, I 	T . But since I and T are separable in D, this forces
	 to be the indiscrete preorder.
Let us emphasize that the proof not only shows that the “natural order” 6 is not a
lambda preorder, but that there is not any non-trivial lambda preorder on D.
3. Absolute unorderability
In Section 2, we have investigated models of the lambda calculus which cannot
be non-trivially ordered. Of course, the existence of unorderable models does not im-
ply that order-theoretic methods are somehow incomplete for constructing models: an
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unorderable model can still arise from an order-theoretic construction, for instance as
a subalgebra of some orderable model.
Indeed, it is not hard to see that the open and closed term algebras, as considered
in the previous section, can be embedded in an orderable model: this follows e.g.
from Theorem 3.4 below. A diKerent (and, from a model-theoretic point of view,
more interesting) construction of an ordered model in which the open term algebra is
embedded can be found in [5].
This leads us to the related question of absolute unorderability: a model is absolutely
unorderable if it cannot be embedded in an orderable one. Plotkin conjectures in [13]
that an absolutely unorderable combinatory algebra exists, but the question is still open
whether this is so. In this section, we present what is known: we give a syntactic
characterization of the absolutely unorderable algebras in any algebraic variety T in
terms of the existence of a family of Mal’cev operators. Plotkin’s conjecture is thus
reduced to the question whether Mal’cev operators are consistent with the lambda
calculus.
The question of absolute unorderability can also be formulated in terms of theories,
rather than models. In this form, we refer to it as the order-incompleteness question:
does there exist a lambda theory (possibly with constants) which does not arise as the
theory of an ordered model? This question is obviously equivalent to the question of
the existence of an absolutely unorderable algebra.
A property that is related to order-incompleteness, but much weaker, is the well-
known topological incompleteness. Addressing the latter, Honsell and Ronchi Della
Rocca [8] have shown that there is a lambda theory which is not the theory of any
re?exive CPO-model. However, their theory is not order-incomplete, and the methods
used in investigating topological incompleteness are quite diKerent from those used
here. We should mention that the question whether  or  arises as the theory of
a re?exive CPO-model is still open.
3.1. A characterization of absolutely unorderable algebras
Let T be an algebraic variety (given by a signature and equations). We say that a pre-
order6 on a T-algebra A is compatible if ai6bi for i=1; : : : ; k implies f(a1; : : : ; ak)6
f(b1; : : : ; bk), for each k-ary function symbol f in the signature of T. Notice that com-
patible preorders are closed under arbitrary intersections. If 6 is compatible, then so
is the dual preorder ¿. Every compatible preorder determines a congruence ∼6 on A,
which is the intersection of 6 and ¿. Also notice that 6 naturally de"nes a partial
order on A=∼6.
A T-algebra A is said to be unorderable if it does not allow a non-trivial compatible
partial order. Also, A is said to be absolutely unorderable if for any embedding A→B
of T-algebras, B is unorderable.
Now consider a T-algebra A. As usual, A[x1; : : : ; xn] denotes the T-algebra obtained
from A by freely adjoining indeterminates x1; : : : ; xn. We regard A as a subset of
A[x1; : : : ; xn]. Let 4 be the smallest compatible preorder on A[u; t] such that u4 t.
Lemma 3.1. 4 is discrete on A, i.e., a4 b⇒ a= b for a; b∈A.
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Proof. Let ∼ be the kernel of the canonical homomorphism A[u; t]→A[x] which sends
both u and t to x. Then 4⊆∼ and ∼ is discrete on A.
Lemma 3.2. A is absolutely unorderable if and only if t 4 u.
Proof. For the left-to-right implication, suppose A is absolutely unorderable. Consider
the natural map A→A[u; t]→A[u; t]=∼4. Lemma 3.1 implies that the composition is
an embedding, hence 4 must be discrete as a partial order on A[u; t]=∼4. Equivalently,
4 as a preorder on A[u; t] is symmetric, and thus t 4 u. For the converse, suppose A is
not absolutely unorderable. Then there is an embedding F :A→B of T-algebras where
B has a non-trivial compatible partial order 6. Choose U 
=T ∈B such that U6T , and
consider the unique map G :A[u; t]→B such that u →U , t →T and GA =F . De"ne
a6b in A[u; t] iK G(a)6G(b) in B. Then 6 is a compatible preorder on A[u; t] with
u6t, hence 4 is contained in 6. But tu, hence t =4 u.
Further, 4 has the following explicit description: On A[u; t], de"ne a✁ b if and only
if there is a polynomial A(x; y; z)∈A[x; y; z] such that A(t; u; u)= a and A(t; t; u)= b.
Lemma 3.3. 4 is the transitive closure of ✁.
Proof. Let ✁∗ be the transitive closure. Clearly, ✁∗ is a preorder contained in 4, and
it satis"es u✁∗ t. Moreover, ✁, and thus ✁∗, is compatible, as can be seen by consid-
ering terms of the form A(x; y; z)=f(A1(x; y; z) : : : Ak(x; y; z)) for each k-ary function
symbol f. Since 4 is smallest with these properties, it follows that 4=✁∗.
Putting together Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we get the following characterization of abso-
lutely unorderable algebras. We say that an equation p(u; t)= q(u; t) holds absolutely
in A if it holds in A[u; t].
Theorem 3.4 (Characterization of absolutely unorderable T-algebras). Let T be an al-
gebraic variety. A T-algebra A is absolutely unorderable if and only if, for some n¿1,
there exist polynomials Mi(x; y; z)∈A[x; y; z], for i=1; : : : ; n, such that the following
equations hold absolutely in A:
t =M1(t; u; u);
M1(t; t; u) =M2(t; u; u);
M2(t; t; u) =M3(t; u; u);
...
Mn(t; t; u) = u: (2)
Proof. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, A is absolutely unorderable if and only if there are
t1; : : : ; tn−1 ∈A[u; t] such that t✁ t1✁ · · ·✁ tn−1✁ u. The theorem follows by de"nition
of ✁.
In the case n=1, Eq. (2) have the simple form t=M(t; u; u) and M(t; t; u)= u.
A ternary operator M satisfying these equations is called a Mal’cev operator,
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after A.I. Mal’cev, who studied such operators to characterize varieties of congruence-
permutable algebras [11]. Accordingly, we call M1; : : : ;Mn satisfying (2) a family of
generalized Mal’cev operators, and we call Eqs. (2) the generalized Mal’cev axioms.
Hagemann and Mitschke [7] have shown that an algebraic variety has n-permutable
congruences if and only if it has a family of generalized Mal’cev operators. It was
proved by Taylor [15,4] that algebras in a variety with n-permutable congruences are
unorderable; however, the converse is a new result. Also note that Theorem 3.4 char-
acterizes individual algebras that are absolutely unorderable, rather than varieties of
unorderable algebras.
3.2. An application to order-algebras and dcpo-algebras
A compatibly partially ordered algebra over a given signature . is called a .-order-
algebra. Moreover, it is called a .-dcpo-algebra if the order is directed complete and
the algebra operations are continuous. Let I be a set of inequations s6t between
terms in the language of .. A .-order-algebra satisfying these inequations is called a
.I-order-algebra, and similarly for dcpo-algebras. For more details, see [1] or [14].
Fix . and I. For any poset P, there exists a free .I-order-algebra Ford(P), with a
canonical monotone map — :P→Ford(P). Similarly, for any dcpo D, there exists a free
.I-dcpo-algebra Fdcpo(D) with a canonical continuous map — :D→Fdcpo(D) [1].
One may ask under which circumstances the canonical map — is order-re?ecting, i.e.,
under what conditions the free order- or dcpo-algebra conservatively extends the order
on the generators. The following theorem shows that the answer depends only on the
presence of generalized Mal’cev operators in .I. Recall that a k-ary operation in .
is simply a term t(x1; : : : ; xk) in the signature ..
Theorem 3.5. Let . be a signature and I a set of inequations. Let D be a non-
trivially ordered dcpo, and let P be a non-trivially ordered poset. The following are
equivalent:
1. The canonical map — :D→Fdcpo(D) from D into the free .I-dcpo-algebra is not
order-re?ecting.
2. Every .I-dcpo-algebra is trivially ordered.
3. The canonical map — :P→Fdcpo from P into the free .I-order-algebra is not order-
re?ecting.
4. Every .I-order-algebra is trivially ordered.
5. There are ternary operations M1; : : : ;Mn in . such that I entails
t6M1(t; u; u);
M1(t; t; u)6M2(t; u; u);
M2(t; t; u)6M3(t; u; u);
...
Mn(t; t; u)6 u: (3)
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Proof. 1 ⇒ 2: Suppose B is a non-trivially ordered .I-dcpo-algebra with elements
a¡b. We show that — is order-re?ecting. Let x; y∈D with —(x)6—(y). De"ne g :D→B
by
g(z) =
{
a if z 6 y;
b if z  y:
Then g is continuous; therefore, by the universal property of Fdcpo(D), there exists a
unique continuous homomorphism h :Fdcpo(D)→B such that g= h ◦ —. By monotonicity
of h, we get g(x)= h(—(x))6h(—(y))= g(y)= a, hence x6y.
2 ⇒ 1: A map — :D→Fdcpo(D) from a non-trivially ordered set into a trivially
ordered one cannot be order-re?ecting.
3 ⇒ 4: Same as 1 ⇔ 2, replacing the word “continuous” by “monotone”.
2 ⇒ 4: Suppose there is a non-trivially ordered .I-order-algebra 〈A;6〉. We con-
sider the ideal completion of A: A subset I ⊆A is an ideal if it is downward closed
and directed. Let Idl(A) be the ideal completion of A, i.e., the set of all ideals, or-
dered by inclusion. Abramsky and Jung [1] prove that Idl(A) is a .I-dcpo-algebra.
Moreover, the map A→ Idl(A) : x → ↓ x is order preserving and re?ecting, and hence
Idl(A) is non-trivially ordered.
4 ⇒ 5: Let V be a countable set of variables, and let Ford(V) be the free .I-
order-algebra over discrete V. If every .I-order-algebra is trivially ordered, then so
is Ford(V), which implies that Iineq s6t iK Iineq t6s. We can therefore regard I
as a set of equations. The claim follows by applying Theorem 3.4 to A=Ford(∅).
5 ⇒ 2: Suppose .I has operators satisfying (3). Then for any .I-dcpo-algebra B, if
a6b∈B, then b6M1(b; a; a)6M1(b; b; a)6 · · ·6Mn(b; b; a)6a, hence B is trivially
ordered.
Remark. Notice that implication 5⇒ 4 shows that inequalities (3) already imply the
corresponding equalities (2).
3.3. Absolute unorderability and the lambda calculus
In the lambda calculus, a term Mi(x; y; z) can be expressed in curried form as Mixyz.
Plotkin posed the question whether an absolutely unorderable lambda algebra exists
[13]. Clearly, this is the case if and only if, for some n, the Eqs. (2) are consistent
with the lambda calculus. Unfortunately, it is not known whether this is true except in
the cases n=1 and 2. In these cases, (2) is inconsistent with the lambda calculus, as
we will now show. Notice that if the axioms are consistent for some n, then also for
all m¿n, by letting Mn+1; : : : ;Mm = xyz:z.
Let Y be any "xpoint operator of combinatory logic, for instance the paradoxical
"xpoint combinator Y = F:(z:F(zz))(z:F(zz)). We write 3x:M for Y (x:M). The
operator 3 satis"es the "xpoint property:
3x:A(x) = A(3x:A(x)): (2x)
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The diagonal axiom is
3x:A(x; x) = 3y:3z:A(y; z): (4)
Lemma 3.6 (Plotkin, Simpson). Assuming the diagonal axiom, the generalized
Mal’cev axioms (2) are inconsistent with the lambda calculus for all n.
Proof. Let x be arbitrary. Then
x = 3z:x
= 3z:M1xzz by (2)
= 3y:3z:M1xyz by (4)
= 3z:M1xxz by (2x)
= 3z:M2xzz by (2)
= : : :
= 3z:Mn−1xxz
= 3z:z by (2):
Hence x= 3z:z for all x, which is an inconsistency.
Theorem 3.7 (Plotkin, Simpson). For n=1, the Mal’cev axioms are inconsistent with
the lambda calculus.
Proof. Suppose M is a Mal’cev operator. Let x be arbitrary and let A= 3y:3z:Mxyz.
Then
A
(2x)
= 3z:MxAz
(2x)
= MxAA
(2)
= x;
hence x= 3z:MxAz= 3z:Mxxz= 3z:z.
Theorem 3.8 (Plotkin, Selinger). For n=2, the generalized Mal’cev axioms are in-
consistent with the lambda calculus.
Proof. Suppose M1 and M2 are operators satisfying the generalized Mal’cev axioms
(2). De"ne A and B by mutual recursion such that
A= 3x:f(M1xAB)(M1xAB);
B= 3y:3z:f(M2ABy)(M2ABz):
Then
B = f(M2ABB)(M2ABB) by (2x)
= f(M1AAB)(M1AAB) by (2)
= A by (2x):
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So 3x:fxx= 3x:f(M1xAA)(M1xAA)=A=B= 3y:3z:f(M2AAy)(M2AAz)= 3y:3z:fyz,
which is the diagonal axiom. By Lemma 3.6, this leads to an inconsistency.
4. Finite lambda reduction models
It is well-known that a model of the untyped lambda calculus, in the traditional
equational sense, can never be "nite or even recursive [2]. Consequently, model con-
structions of the lambda calculus typically involve passing to an in"nite limit, yielding
unwieldy models in which term denotations or equality of terms are not eKectively
computable.
By contrast, if one considers models of reduction, rather than of conversion, there is
no such limitation on size or complexity. As we will see, it is quite possible for a model
of reduction to be "nite and yet interesting. Informally, by a model of conversion, we
mean a model with a soundness property of the form
M ∼= N ⇒ <M = = <N =;
where ∼= is e.g., - or -convertibility, and < = is the semantic interpretation function.
On the other hand, a model of reduction has an underlying partial order and a soundness
property of the form
M → N ⇒ <M =6 <N =;
where → is e.g., - or -reduction. Models of reduction have been considered by
diKerent authors [6,10,12]. We will focus here on a formulation which was given by
Plotkin [12] in the spirit of the familiar syntactical lambda models [2].
4.1. Syntactical models of reduction
As before, let V be the set of variables of the lambda calculus, and let  be the
set of untyped lambda terms up to -equivalence. To keep the notation simple, we do
not consider constant symbols in this section, although they could be easily added. For
a partially ordered set P, let PV be the set of all valuations, i.e., functions from V
to P.
Denition (Plotkin [12]). A syntactical model of -reduction 〈P; ·; < =〉 consists of a
poset P, a monotone binary operation · : P×P→P, and an interpretation function
< · =· : × PV → P
such that the following properties are satis"ed:
1. <x=5 = 5(x);
2. <MN =5 = <M =5 · <N =5;
3. <x:M =5 · a6<M =5(x:=a), for all a∈P;
4. 5|FV(M) = 5′|FV(M)⇒ <M =5 = <M =5′ ;
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5. (∀a:<M =5(x:=a)6<N =5(x:=a))⇒ <x:M =56<x:N =5.
Moreover, we say 〈P; ·; < =〉 is a syntactical model of -reduction, if it also satis"es
the property
6. <x:Mx=56<M =5, if x =∈FV(M).
The usual syntactical lambda models (of conversion) [2] arise as the special case where
P is discretely ordered.
Note that properties 1–3 do not form an inductive de"nition of the function < =. In
general, < = is not uniquely determined by 〈P; ·〉.
Notice that the partial order on a model of reduction diKers from the partial order
on a model of conversion, as considered in the "rst part of this paper. The order on an
ordered model of conversion is commonly understood as an information order, where
a6b means that a is “less de"ned” than b. On the other hand, models of reduction
have a reduction order, where a6b means a reduces to b. One has the following
soundness properties:
Proposition 4.1 (Plotkin [12]). The following are properties of syntactical models of
-reduction:
1: Monotonicity: If 5(x)65′(x) for all x, then <M =56<M =5′ .
2: Substitution: <M [N=x]=5 = <M =5(x:=<N =5).
3: Soundness for reduction: If M
→N , then <M =56<N =5. In a syntactical model of
-reduction: If M
→ N , then <M =56<N =5.
The soundness property for reduction does not in general yield useful information
about convertibility, since interconvertible terms M ∼=N may have diKerent denotations.
However, if the reduction relation satis"es the Church–Rosser property, as is the case
for - and -reduction, then M ∼=N implies that M →Q and N →Q for some term
Q. Thus, in a model of - or -reduction, we get the following, restricted form of
soundness for convertibility. Recall that two elements a and b in a poset are called
compatible, in symbols a ˆ˙ b, if there exists c with a6c and b6c.
M ∼= N ⇒ <M =5 ˆ˙ <N =5: (4)
This property can be useful for reasoning about non-equality of terms, particularly if
the underlying poset P has many pairs of incompatible elements. For this reason, we
will be especially interested in the cases where P is a ?at partial order, or a tree, or
more generally, a bounded complete domain. Recall that a bounded complete domain
is a non-empty poset in which all bounded subsets and all directed subsets have a least
upper bound. Note that any bounded complete domain has a least element.
4.2. Constructing models of -reduction
Syntactical models of -reduction are constructed much more easily than models of
conversion. To start with a trivial example, take any pointed poset P and monotone
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function · : P×P→P, and de"ne, somewhat uningeniously, <x:M =5 =⊥. Among the
possible interpretation functions for given P and ·, this choice is the minimal one.
Much more interesting is the situation in which there exists a maximal choice for < =.
Note that, in light of the soundness property for convertibility (4), it is desirable for
< = to be as large as possible, so as to discriminate more terms. We will now explore
a suIcient condition for a maximal < = to exist, in the case where P is a bounded
complete domain.
Denition. A monotone function · :P×P→P is compatible-extensional if for all
a; b∈P,
∀x ∈ P:a · x ˆ˙ b · x
a ˆ˙ b
:
The following proposition yields a practical method for constructing models of re-
duction. Notice that the method applies in particular to the cases where P is a ?at
poset or a "nite tree. In these cases, the requirement that · preserves bounded suprema
in its left argument reduces to the requirement that · is left strict.
Proposition 4.2. Let P be a bounded complete domain, and let · :P×P→P be a
compatible-extensional binary operation, preserving bounded suprema in its left ar-
gument. Then there exists a maximal interpretation function < = among all possible
interpretation functions making 〈P; ·; < =〉 into a syntactic model of -reduction. More-
over, < = can be de2ned inductively as follows:
1: <x=5 = 5(x),
2: <MN =5 = <M =5 · <N =5,
3: <x:M =5 is the maximal b∈P such that b · a6<M =5(x:=a) for all a∈P.
Proof. It suIces to show that a maximal b always exists in clause 3, because the
claim then follows easily. So consider the set B of all c∈P such that c · a6<M =5(x:=a)
for all a∈P. Note that B is closed under existing suprema, because · preserves them
in its left argument. Moreover, the set B is directed: if c; c′ ∈B, then c · a ˆ˙ c′ · a for
all a, and thus c ˆ˙ c′ by compatible-extensionality, hence c∨ c′ exists in B. It follows
that B has a least upper bound b, which is the desired maximum.
A categorical version of this proposition, in terms of adjoints, is given in Section 4.6.
The following lemma is useful for calculating the denotation of multiple lambda ab-
stractions:
Lemma 4.3. If < = is de2ned as in Proposition 4.2, then for all n¿1, the denotation
of an n-fold lambda abstraction <x1 : : : xn:M =5 is the maximal b∈P such that for all
a1 : : : an ∈X , b · a1 · · · an6<M =5(x1:=a1):::(xn := an).
Proof. By induction on n.
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4.3. Order-extensionality and models of -reduction
An extensional model of -conversion is always a model of -conversion. A similar
property holds for models of reduction: A monotone function · : P×P→P is called
order-extensional if
∀x ∈ P: a · x 6 b · x
a6 b
:
The construction in Proposition 4.2 yields a model of -reduction if · is order-
extensional. More generally:
Lemma 4.4. If 〈P; ·; <=〉 is a syntactical model of -reduction and · is order-extensional,
then 〈P; ·; < =〉 is a model of -reduction.
Proof. Suppose x =∈FV(M). Then for all a∈P, <x:Mx=5 · a6<Mx=5(x:=a) = <M =5 · a,
hence <x:Mx=56<M =5.
We note that in the special case where P is a tree, order-extensionality is a conse-
quence of compatible-extensionality and extensionality:
Lemma 4.5. If P is a tree, and if · is compatible-extensional and extensional, then
it is also order-extensional.
Proof. Suppose for all x, a · x6b · x, hence a · x ˆ˙ b · x, hence a ˆ˙ b by compatible-
extensionality. Since P is a tree, either a6b or a¿b. In the "rst case, we are done;
in the second case, a · x¿b · x, and hence a · x= b · x, for all x, which implies a= b by
extensionality.
4.4. Examples: two <at models
In the following examples, we consider models where the underlying poset is ?at,
i.e., P=X⊥ for a discrete set X , and where the application operation · is strict in both
arguments. We call these models <at models, and remark that the application operation
on such a model is equivalently given by a partial function · : X ×X *X . If X is "nite,
the function · can be given by a “multiplication table”, and it is easy to read properties
such as compatible-extensionality from the de"ning table. For instance, · is compatible-
extensional if no two rows of the table are compatible, and it is order-extensional
if no row is subsumed by another. In particular, if the table is everywhere de"ned,
then both compatible-extensionality and order-extensionality coincide with (ordinary)
extensionality.
4.4.1. A class of 2nite models to distinguish the terms :n
Let x be a variable and de"ne x1 = x and xn = xn−1x for n¿2. Let !n = x:xn and
:n =!n!n. None of these terms, for n¿2, have a normal form, e.g., :2 = (x:xx)
(x:xx) reduces only to itself. The terms :n are unsolvable; therefore, their interpreta-
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Fig. 1. Multiplication table for a ?at model
tions coincide with ⊥ in the D∞-model [9,16]. We will now give a class of "nite ?at
models that distinguishes them.
Fix an integer p¿1 and let X = {1; 2; : : : ; p}, regarded as integers modulo p with
addition and subtraction. De"ne · : X ×X →X by
n · m =
{
n+ 1 if m = 1;
m+ 1 if m 
= 1:
A “multiplication table” for this operation is shown in Fig. 1. Clearly, the application
operation de"ned in this way is compatible- and order-extensional. De"ne < = as in
Proposition 4.2 to get a model of -reduction. For n¿2, we calculate 1n = n and
mn =m+ 1 for m 
=1. Hence, for all x ∈ X and n¿2,
xn = (n− 1) · x
⇒ <!n= = <x:xn= = n− 1
⇒ <:n= = <!n!n= = (n− 1) · (n− 1)= n:
Hence, <:n= 
=⊥ for n¿2, and we have <:n== <:m= iK n=m (modp). Thus, each pair
of terms :n, :m is distinguished in one of these models.
Note that the invariant picked out by these models can also be formulated syntac-
tically, approximately as follows: in a term of the form !n!n:::!n, pick out the last
subterm, and determine the power of x in it. In general, the invariants picked out by
a "nite model can be much more complex.
4.4.2. Proof of Proposition 2.1: a non-trivial 3-element model
In this section, we will apply a "nite model of reduction to "nish the proof of
Proposition 2.1. Recall that we are showing that there exists a closed term A of the
untyped lambda calculus, such that Auuut= Auttt, but Auuut 
= Auutt, for variables
u 
= t. As outlined before, the idea is to let Auvwt= x:fu( fv( fw( ftx))), where f is a
term such that fyx= fy( fy( fyx)). Such an f can be easily constructed via a "xpoint
combinator. We de"ne f via the paradoxical "xpoint combinator, which leads to the
following concrete term for f:
f = hh; where h = zyx:zzy(zzy(zzyx)):
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Fig. 2. Values for  (c; b; a) and k · c · b · a
Clearly Auuut= Auttt. To see that Auuut 
= Auutt for variables u and t, we will
construct a 3-element ?at model. Let X = {k; 0; 1}, and let · be de"ned by the following
“multiplication table”:
· k 0 1
k 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
Then · is compatible-extensional. De"ne < = inductively as in Proposition 4.2. Now
consider the function  (c; b; a) := <zzy(zzy(zzyx))=5(z:=c)(y:=b)(x:=a) = ccb(ccb(ccba)).
Fig. 2 shows the values of this function, and one observes that  (c; b; a)= k · c · b · a
for all c; b; a∈X . Hence by Proposition 4.2, <h== <zyx:zzy(zzy(zzyx))= is de"ned and
equal to k, and consequently <f== <hh== kk =0. If 5(u)= 5(x)= 0 and 5(t)= 1, then
<fu(fu(fu(ftx)))=5 = 1;
<fu(fu(ft(ftx)))=5 = 0:
By soundness for convertibility (4), it follows that fu( fu( fu( ftx))) 
= fu( fu( ft
( ftx))). Thus Auuut 
= Auutt, which "nishes the proof of Proposition 2.1.
4.5. Completeness
Given a syntactical model of - or -reduction 〈P; ·; < =〉, one can de"ne its lift
〈P⊥; ·′; < =′〉 as follows by extending · strictly, and by de"ning <M =′5 = <M =5 if 5(x) 
=⊥
for all x∈FV(M), and <M =′5 =⊥ otherwise. It is easily checked that this is again a
model of -, respectively, -reduction. As a trivial consequence, one has the following
completeness theorem for convertibility in models of reduction:
Proposition 4.6. Completeness: If M 
= N , then there exists a <at reduction model
and 5 for which <M =5 =˙ˆ <N =5. If M 
= N , then the model can be chosen to be
compatible-extensional.
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Proof. Take a model of conversion such that <M =5 
= <N =5 for some 5, e.g., a term
model. Then its lift is a ?at model with <M =′5 =˙ˆ <N =′5.
Of course, this completeness property is not very interesting. A much more interest-
ing question is how close one can come to a 2nite completeness theorem for models
of reduction. Can every inequality M 
= N be demonstrated in a "nite model of re-
duction? The answer to this question is no, since such a "nite completeness theorem
would yield a decision procedure for convertibility of lambda terms, which is known
to be an undecidable problem. However, it would be interesting to identify subclasses
of terms for which a "nite completeness property holds, or to describe the class of
equations that hold in all "nite models of reduction, in all ?at models, etc.
4.6. Categorical models of reduction
In this section, we investigate the relationship between syntactic and categorical mod-
els of reduction. By an order-enriched cartesian-closed category, we mean a cartesian-
closed category (ccc) where each hom-set (A; B) is equipped with a partial order,
such that composition is monotone, and such that the natural isomorphisms (A; B)×
(A; C)∼=(A; B×C) and (A×B; C)∼=(A; CB) are order-isomorphisms.
Denition. A categorical model of -reduction 〈D; e; p〉 is given by an object D in
an order-enriched ccc, together with a pair of morphisms e :D→DD and p :DD→D,
such that e ◦p6idDD , in diagrams:
If moreover p ◦ e6idD, then 〈D; e; p〉 is a categorical model of -reduction.
Categorical models of reduction have been studied by various authors, e.g. by Girard
[6] for the case of qualitative domains, or by Jacobs et al. [10], where they are called
models of expansion. For a detailed discussion of these and other references, see [12].
One can interpret each lambda term M with free variables in x1; : : : ; xn as a morphism
<M = x1 ;:::; xn :Dn→D in the standard way by induction on M . Here e is used in the
interpretation of application, and p in the interpretation of abstraction. One gets the
following soundness property:
Proposition 4.7. Soundness for reduction: In a categorical model of -reduction, if
M
→N , then <M = Rx6<N = Rx. In a categorical model of -reduction, if M →N , then
<M = Rx6<N = Rx.
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We say that an object D in an order-enriched ccc is order-well-pointed if for all
f; g :D→E, whenever f ◦ x6g ◦ x for all x : 1→D, then f6g. Notice that this implies
that D is well-pointed. But in addition, it implies that the hom-set (D; E) is ordered
pointwise, which is not a consequence of well-pointedness, as can be seen in any ccc
of stable functions [3].
Proposition 4.8. Suppose 〈D; e; p〉 is a categorical model of -reduction and D is
order-well-pointed. Then a syntactical model of -reduction 〈P; ·; < =〉 is obtained by
setting P= |D|=(1; D), a · b= e(a)(b), and by de2ning < = inductively,
<x=5 = 5(x);
<MN =5 = e(<M =5)(<N =5);
<x:M =5 = p(a:<M =5(x:=a)):
Moreover, if p ◦ e6idD, then 〈P; ·; < =〉 is a syntactical model of -reduction.
Proof. The only interesting part is to show that a:<M =5(x:=a), an abuse of notation,
denotes a well-de"ned morphism. This is best seen by observing that for any M ,
<M =5 = 1
〈5(x1);:::;5(xn)〉−−−−−−−→Dn <M = x1 ;:::;xn−−−−→D:
In Section 4.2, we considered the situation where < = can be chosen maximally with
respect to given 〈P; ·〉. In the categorical setting, this corresponds to the situation where
p is right adjoint to e. The following is the analogue of Proposition 4.2 in categorical
language:
Proposition 4.9. In the category of posets, let P be a bounded complete domain, and
let e :P→PP preserve bounded suprema. De2ne a · b= e(a)(b). Then e has a right
adjoint in the category of posets if and only if · is compatible-extensional.
Proof. For one direction, suppose e has a right adjoint p :PP →P. Suppose a; b∈P
such that a · x ˆ˙ b · x for all x∈P. De"ne f(x)= (a · x) ∨ (b · x) for every x∈P. The
function f :P→P is monotone, and e(a); e(b)6f, hence a; b6p(f), and thus a ˆ˙ b.
Therefore, · is compatible-extensional. Conversely, suppose · is compatible-extensional.
For any f∈PP , consider the set Pf = {x∈P | e(x)6f}. Since e is strict, Pf is non-
empty. Consider any a; b∈Pf. Because e(a) ˆ˙ e(b), we have a · x ˆ˙ b · x for all x, hence
a ˆ˙ b by strong extensionality. Let c= a ∨ b. Because e preserves existing suprema,
c∈Pf. Hence, Pf is directed, and we can de"ne p(f)= Pf. Clearly, the function p
thus de"ned is monotone, and x6p(f) iK x∈Pf iK e(x)6f. Therefore ep.
Note that the right adjoint p :PP →P need not in general be continuous. For this
reason, the proposition refers to the category of posets, and not to the category of
bounded complete domains.
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4.7. Models of reduction and D∞-models
Consider a categorical model of reduction 〈D; e; p〉 in the category CPO, such that
p ◦ e= idD. For instance, any "nite model of -reduction of the kind discussed in
Section 4.2 is of this form. Then e and p form an embedding-projection pair, and one
can use them as the basis for carrying out Scott’s D∞-construction. It is natural to ask
how the resulting D∞-model is related to the original model of reduction.
As usual, construct the D∞-model as the bilimit of the sequence D0 =D and Dn+1 =
DDnn , connected by embedding-projection pairs en; pn. Let =n :Dn→D∞ and >n :D∞→Dn
be the limiting morphisms.
Note that each 〈Dn; en; pn〉 is a categorical model of reduction, and 〈D∞; e∞; p∞〉
is a categorical model of conversion. Let < =n and < =∞ be the respective interpretation
functions. They are related as follows. For a valuation 5 :V→D∞, let 5n = >n ◦ 5.
Then for all lambda terms M ,
<M =∞5 =
n¿0
=n<M =n5n :
In particular, it follows that =n<M =n5n6<M =
∞
5 for every M , and by applying >n to both
sides, <M =n5n6>n<M =
∞
5 . Equality does not in general hold. The following proposition
further relates these models:
Proposition 4.10. If M and N are lambda terms such that <M =∞5 ˆ˙ <N =∞5 , then for all
n, <M =n5n ˆ˙ <N =
n
5n . The converse holds if D∞ is bounded complete (this is the case, for
instance, if D was bounded complete).
Proof. Suppose <M =∞5 ˆ˙ <N =∞5 . Let c∈D∞ such that <M =∞5 ; <N =∞5 6c. Then <M =n5n6
>n<M =∞5 6>nc, and similarly for <N =n5n . For the converse, assume D∞ is bounded com-
plete. Assume that for all n¿0, <M =n5n ˆ˙ <N =
n
5n . Then =n<M =
n
5n ˆ˙ =n<N =
n
5n for all n. Let
cn = =n<M =n5n∨=n<N =n5n in D∞. Then (cn)n¿0 is an increasing sequence and <M =∞5 = n =n
<M =n5n6 n cn, and similarly <N =
∞
5 6 n cn, hence <M =
∞
5 ˆ˙ <N =∞5 .
As a consequence, any two terms that can be distinguished in a "nite model of
-reduction, of the kind discussed in Section 4.2, can also be distinguished in a
D∞-model over a "nite base domain. In particular, the terms :n can be distinguished
in such a D∞-model, as can the terms Auuut and Auutt of Proposition 2.1. This is
perhaps surprising, since such unsolvable terms are identi"ed with ⊥ in the “standard”
D∞-model constructed from a two-element domain.
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